Abbott observes Facebook’s posting guidelines and Terms of Use, as well as those of Abbott Nutrition International. The content on this page is for informational use only and is about Abbott brands, their initiatives and nutrition. This page is not intended to be a substitute for professional medical advice, diagnosis, or treatment, and you should contact your physician or other qualified health provider if you need medical or clinical assistance of any kind. Please note that users of this page are subject to Facebook’s posting guidelines and Terms of Use. In addition, please be aware that we encourage respectful postings; however, we also reserve the right to remove spam and content or posts that are off-topic, abusive, discriminatory, defamatory, offensive, infringing, false, or harassing. Any content uploaded by anyone other than Abbott is the responsibility of the submitter, and does not imply endorsement by Abbott, Abbott Nutrition International or its affiliates. Furthermore, please do not:

- Offer unauthorized medical advice
- Discuss pharmaceutical products and pharmaceutical product use
- Post on any content which may violate any law or which may be against the public policy or which may infringe privacy rights of any person.
- Post any personal information of any kind, including such your email address, phone number, social security number, or personal health information
- Post content that violates the intellectual property rights of any party
- Post false or defamatory statements about any individual, community, company or organization or any other entity
- Use our Facebook page to engage in discussions unrelated to Abbott and its products
- Use our Facebook page to solicit money, sell products and services, or recruit fans, followers, and group members

Abbott reserves the right to ban any user from this Facebook page should they violate these Terms of Use as stated, and revised. Abbott also reserves the right to remove any posts made to its Facebook should they violate these Terms of Use as stated, and revised. These decisions are at the sole discretion of Abbott and Abbott Nutrition International.